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which are not themselves actual experience, but the abiding after-
effects left behind by prior experience.1
McDougall also uses this word in a structural sense: in his
Social Psychology * he is inclined to limit it to the innate mental
structure, along with its determining tendencies, but in a later
work he means by * disposition' "any enduring part of the
structure of the mind which renders possible some particular
mode of mental activity.*' a It is in the latter more general
sense that the word will be used here; a 'disposition* will
denote a part of the mental structure having some degree of
unity in itself.
There is yet another term which needs discussion at this
stage—one whidh we, approach with some diffidence, since it is
used with so much confidence and so little understanding by
every amateur psychologist.. The term 'unconscious * seems to
have been used first of all by the gloomy German philosopher
Hartmann in his reaction from the philosophy which exalted
consciousness as the supreme principle in the universe. He
put forward the 'unconscious* as the supreme reality, and
regarded it as a sort of malignant deity—perhaps we should
say a sort of devil—that had sport with the lives of men.4 With
his views we, as educational psychologists, are not concerned.
Of greater interest and importance arc the views of the psycho-
analytic schools, who, realizing, as we all do now, that experi-
ence as we know it by introspection is quite inadequate to
account for the observed facts of behaviour, introduced the
idea of the unconscious as a sort of lower chamber or crypt of
consciousness into which ideas and wishes passed, thus acquir-
ing greatly increased potency over behaviour.
We need not here discuss the mass of contradictions and
absurdities into which this two-chamber theory of the mind
leads us, but, while respectfully acknowledging the great debt
which we owe to the psycho-analysts for demonstrating the
insufficiency of the ' consciousness * psychology, we can cordially
1 TTu Groundwork of Psychology, p. 7.
 *	Pp. 29, 120.	« An Outline of Psychology, p. 378.
 *	Cf. Thomas Hardy, particularly the last sentence in Ttst oftht D'Urber-
mlUt.

